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Altair ibn la ahad death
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1176-08 - MASYAF KUŞATMASI 3 - MASYAF // SURİye // 1176-08 - AHMED SOFIAN'IN HAYALETİ 4 - MASYAF // SURİye // 1177 - KARDEŞLER NO MORE 5 - MASYAF // SURİye // 1189 - GENÇ USTA 6 - KUDÜS /İsRAİl // 1191 - ÜÇ TENETS 7 - MASYAF // SURİye // 1191 - COLD COMFORT 8 -
MASYAF // SURİye // 1191 - GUARDIAN 9 - MASYAF // SURİye // 1191 - ÖLÜLERİn UYKUSU ( Ezio ve Edward'ın ölümleri dahil edilmeyecek)Sup ve bugün en iyi 10 suikastçının ölümlerini listeleyecekim. These are the deaths of characters we know and love.10. Haytham KenwayThis death was not sad
(so his number 10) but it was very difficult for Connor. I know we played as Haytham and it wasn't a bad experience, but I thought it would be best to put it at No.10.9. The death of Achilles DavenportAchilles was quite sad and one of the saddest deaths of assassins creed 3. Achilles was a good character
and I was sad to see him go.8. Mary read that this death made me feel sadr for Edward than ever before, and Mary loved reading that she played a very good role. (sorry no pic) 7. Elise De la serroThis was a well-thought-out death. At first, when I saw him die, I expected the last few words or a better end,
but in the end we got a sad arno.6. Cristina VespucciCristina's death was really sad and you could see the pain of Ezio's eyes. If you've learned something, being a part of Ezio's love life doesn't always end well. (no pic) 5. When Ezio's brothers and father first witnessed this death scene, I felt both angry
and sad at the same time. We as players only knew about them for a short time, but it was a time to get used to them. (no pic) 4. Desmond milesThis was a shocking death! When I saw this, I didn't know what to do or say. All this was my jaw falling to the ground.3. As soon as Yusuf TazimAs sees the
body of my favorite assassin's belief, my first two thoughts are that I will kill the one who did this and should I continue the reprisals. I was very saddened by this death :sad: he was such a good character.2. Edward saz (blackbeard) I almost cried over this death. I loved Blackbeard as a character in the
play. The music and the setting made me quite teary-eyed. I'll never forget your last words. In a world without gold, we could be heroes. (no images described) 1. Altair ibn-la'ahadThis was death I've seen the most regrets of the most heroic death I've ever seen in the assassins' faith. Altair died protecting
the world and the human race by sacrificing his own life. If Eden took the elm, locked himself up, kept it a secret for a long time. He saved the human race. Let me miss and miss any of your favorite and saddest deaths ever seen in Assassins Creed:smile: When I was very young, I was stupid enough to
believe that our Creed would put an end to all these conflicts. I wish I could be humble enough to say it to myself, I've seen enough for a life, I've done my part. Still, there is no greater victory than fighting to find the truth. ―In 1257, during the Mongol attack, his son subsed Darim. [src]-[m] 11 January
1165Masyaf, Assassin state 12 August 1257 (age 92)Masyaf, Syrian AssassinsLevantine BrotherhoodKibrıs Resistance Philip Shahbaz (AC)Cas Anvar (ACR) Altaïr Ibn-La'Ahad (Arabic: 1257  – 1165 ننا ال ب ,  ربابلا  ) was a member of the Levantine Brotherhood of Assassins, who served as a mentor from
1191 until his death in 1257. During his time as a Guide, Altaïr made various discoveries and inventions that, thanks to the knowledge of a Heaven's Elm, greatly helped the Cult advance. His leadership has seen the influence of assassins spread throughout the Old World. Raised as a born Assassin,
Altaïr became a Master Assassin at the age of 24[1] an unheard-of achievement for someone so young. In July 1191, he was without a Heaven's Elm from Robert de Sablé and later allowed the Tempesters to attack the town of Masyaf, the headquarters of the Assassins. For this, he was demoted to the
rank of novice and sent on a quest for salvation. Tasked with the deaths of nine people who, unaware of him, formed the ranks of the Order of the Knights Templar in the Holy Land, Altaïr began a quest to change their ways and save the Kingdom from its corruption. Altaïr, however, learned of a much
more sinister plot during his mission than he initially believed. As he completed his mission, his renegade leader cleaned up the Order of Al Mualim. Altaïr became a Mentor from now on, taking assassins in a new, more secret direction. With Apple in hand, Altaïr has changed in the way he has lived the
lives of his Order members, to read writing his legendary Codex details for later generations of ordering. Altaïr's vision of Assassin Order was to spread around the world, living among people, and during his time as a Mentor he began to form many Assassins Guilds. On their trip, he strengthened the Altai
order, over the years various Temple-goers stopped their plots and stopped the relentless march of Genghis Khan. Altaïr, Desmond Miles' ancestor. [3] Early Life Education Was Born as An Assassin Altaïr Birth Subaïr Mother: A Christian mother, Maud and a Muslim father,[4] Omar Ibn-la'Ahad. [5] Maud
died in childbirth, while Omar was executed by arabs during masyaf's first siege in 1176. Altaïr frantically called out to his father before the execution, but his father's death was prevented from being seen by Assassin Ahmed Sofian, who exposed Umar's name to arabs under torture. Crushed by guilt over
Umar's death, he infiltrated Altaïr's cabin some time later, apologized to Altaïr for his weakness and committed suicide with a dagger. [5] Altai rushed to Al Mualim's cabin and let him know what had happened. Al Mualim told Altaïr not to reveal anything about the incident to anyone - even Ahmed's son
Abbas, who would be ashamed of the fact of his father's death. Altaïr considered Al Mualim more of a father figure than his own biological father, but he was aware that Al Mualim's love was weak and dishonest[6] and agreed to do as his Mentor ordered. Altay and Abbas soon joined the Order as recruits,
grew up together and always became good friends around each other. [5] After Altai and Abbas' education one day realized Abbas' grief over the death of his father, Altaïr told him the truth to comfort him. Upon hearing this, Abbas returned to his bed without saying a word. The next day, the two did not
talk to each other until Abbas asked battle instructor Labib that they could fight real swords instead of wooden practice. That's when Abbas, believing he was lying about Ahmed, revealed his hatred for Altai before angrily attacking him. [5] As the two struggled, Abbas held his knife to Altaïr's throat and
shouted that Altai had lied about Abbas' father. The mayhem attracted the attention of other Assassins, villagers and Al Mualim himself. Trying to quell Abbas' anger, Altay lied, but the two were taken to Masyaf's dungeon. They served a month in prison there before continuing their training. Abbas was
forged to spend another year in training by Al Mualim because his crimes were more severe, while Altai was awarded the rank of assassin. [5] Height to Master Assassin I watched you grow from a child to a man in such a short time. It fills me with sadness as much as pride. You sleep like your father's
shoes are adapted to your feet. ―Al Mualim speaks to Altaïr, the second of which, after rescuing him, was attacked and overrun by the Tempsmen in 1189. [src]-[m] with the help of a double agent named Altaïr, Masyaf, Haras, who ordered Abbas in 1189. As he riding his horse into the village and to save
a fellow assassin, Altaïr took the wounded man to a bank before meeting Abbas. Abbas claimed that the Assassins had to go back and that he could do nothing about it. Mualim was detained in the castle along with the other assassin hostages. However, Altai ordered Abbas to encircle the Templiers and
take them to the canyon, while Altai himself saved the mukâm. [7] Al Mualim praised Altaïr for altaïr's actions on the castle, killing tempestal soldiers and resciing villagers along the way. Altay, who reached the gate of the castle, was welcomed by Haras. Mocking the assassin, Haras closed the doors
behind him and went to execute the captured assassins inside the courtyard with a shotgun. [7] Altaïr climbed some piers and reached the top of the castle walls. From there, he ran along the signs, jumped onto the tiled roof of a balcony and killed Haras from above, res tsing Al Mualim. [7] The move
earned the respect of Altaïr Al Mualim and later rose to the rank of Master Assassin. Upon hearing this, Abbas spat at Altaïr's feet, whereas Altaïr returned, disdaining his first true arrogance. [5] In 1190, the Adventure of The Return of a Glass to Alep Altaïr, who discovered the dying guard, was returning
from a journey when he discovered that a village near alep castle was under attack. He met an assassin's guard who told him the Tempesters were responsible for the attack and gave Altaïr a sword to avenge his comrades. Altaïr, who fended off many Templaters along the way, encountered an enemy
archer who revealed the plans of the Tempesters: they were ordered to attack the village by the Templater leader Lord Basilisk to obtain valuable information that a member of the Brotherhood had. [8] Altaïr sent the Tempesters and continued an enemy captain as an assassin before meeting al Mualim.
Altaïr was then assigned to take back a powerful object called the Chalice, which could strengthen the power of the faction holding it. The mission is clear, he's gone to Damascus. [8] Research in Damascus My beautiful carpets! Venice SilverWare! They're all gone! Of course, you can buy them back ....
What.... Who's in there!? ―The first meeting of Tamir and Altaïr. [src]-[m]In Damascus, Altai posed as a Refik merchant and explicitly told the public assassins password. Taking Altaïr to the unexpassed place, Refik admonished him for his indiscenity, then assigned him to take the life of an enemy to
prove himself. When the job was done, he would give Altaïr the information he wanted. Altaïr did as he was asked and killed the target with his secret knife. [8] Misbah talked about his search for the Chalice for Rafiq after altaïr hung throughout his life, and Tamir was directed to a trader who made him a
suitable target for questioning his close relationship with the Tempesters. However, since Tamir's house was heavily guarded, he suggested that Refik Altaïr start with a man named Misbah. Once Left and replaced Misbah, he interrogated the man, but noticed and intervened at a nearby city watchman. [8]
As Misbah fled the scene, Altaïr lowered the guards and chased him to the roof of a building. Altaïr asked for information in exchange for security, and Misbah reluctantly agreed. After he told Altaïr about an oil drum stored at the top of Tamir's house, he asked for help, but Altaïr left him hanging. [8] He
was on his way to the home of Altaïr Tamir, who killed Tamir Altaïr, and used some nearby torches to set fire to oil drums and the house and take the merchant out. Wishing for the loss of his belongings, Tamir told Altaïr that the Chalice was found in a desert temple accessible using only three keys. He
later told the Assassin that a dancer named Fajera hired one of the three dancers. With the information he obtained, Altaïr ended Tamir's life. [8] After leaving the Bureau, Altaïr received the first key and went to the circus where Fajera performed and confronted him. He refused to cooperate and called
one of his circus friends, a monster named Bedir. Altaïr fought Bedir, but Fajera escaped and the tent began to fill. Managing to escape, Altaïr chased Fajera across town, fleeing civilians and guards. However, Assassin lost his trail as a bridge collapsed, leaving him behind. [8] Altaïr noticed Alaat again in
a well, assassinated him, and then turned on Fajera and immediately gave him the key. When Altaïr expressed the confusion over his actions, Fajera explained that he had actually tested her and predicted her arrival through her cards and prepared herself to help her. In his charity, he asked him to get rid
of a man named Alaat, who was in a bathhouse not far from Altaïr. [8] Passing through the old sewer tunnels, Altaïr entered the bathhouse. Alaat screamed for help, but when Altaïr stabbed the man with his knife and ran away, it was too late to save himself. Thanks to Fajera, he told Altaïr about another
key holder in Tyre. [8] Infiltrating the hospital Find the person in charge of the hospital: Roland Napule. ―Hamid to Altaïr. Altaïr meets a man named Hamid, who informs him of Roland's arrival at Tyre and his re-collection of past events, and that Roland Napule imprisoned the owner of the second key
inside the hospital. With this information, the Assassin passed through old passages inside a sewer heavily patrolled by temple guards. [8] Altaïr soon found Roland questioning the key holder and immediately killed him. However, key owner Altaïr himself was convinced he was a Tempester and asked for
Assassin for evidence otherwise proposed. Altaïr believed he had no one until he wanted to see him. El. However, the key owner knew altaïr was one of the Assassins because of his missing ring finger. After giving him the key, the man said goodbye to Altaïr and said the next key was lord Basilisk himself
in Jerusalem. [8] Clash in Jerusalem Tell me where the King's party is tonight. I don't need to tell you anything, begone! I'm not a Genie for you to order. ―Exchange of words in the Jerusalem gardens of Altaïr and Ayman. [src]-[m], during his visit to Jerusalem, met with Altaïr Refik Kadar and asked where
Lord Basilisk could be found. Until, it means that the man's ferocity and ferocity in battle have earned the king his trust, meaning that the Basilisk is often without relays among the king's audience. As the assassin considered how to approach his target, Kadar informed him of a party hosted by the King
himself, which some citizens would receive invitations to. Until later, he told Altaïr from the City Gardens in Jerusalem that he could listen to citizens to find out where the party was. [8] In the gardens, Altai learned that a man named Ayman had been invited to the party. When confronting Ayman, he
located the event despite his resistance. Altaïr then left to go to the party and came across the basilisk through a secret passageway. Altaïr, who fought the leader of the tempesters, stole the key and ran away. [8] Sand Temple Are you looking for something, Assassin? Our game is fun, but quite quickly
because it's getting old ... ―Lord Basilisk, on meeting Altaïr at the Temple. [src]-[m] Speaking to Altaïr, the Master found the castle attacked by Tempthians agents who stole a map of the desert temple holding the Chalice when Altaïr returned to Jerusalem. The guard accused him of infiltrating the temple
tower. Altaïr came to the tower and the master actually led the high-ranking Templar on his way to the figure like an Assassin. The Master tried to persuade him to join the Temple Order, but Altaïr refused, killed the Master and took the map to the Sand Temple. [8] When he arrived at the temple, Altaïr
searched the upper regions and made his way to the front room of the Chalice, where he sent the guards. Soon after, at the center of a stone pillar accessible by four bridges, the temple of the Golden-embroidered Chalice was found. He left for the shrine before confronting the Basilisk. [8] Adha defeats
Altaïr Basilisk's guards, tells Altaïr about the Basilisk, and the shrine opens and there's an exit. Altaïr, who jumped down, fell on the rubble and found that the temple had begun to collapse around him. He escaped an impending sandstorm and avoided obstacles formed by falling debris to escape the area.
Reaching a safe place, he recalled talking about his work in Tyre, Basilisk, and quickly returning to the city in no time at all. [8] When Hunt reached Tyre once more in Tyre, altaïr met with Hamid and told the goalkeeper he was looking for Basilisk. Hamid said the Assassins were abducted some time ago
until they once had two agents who had access to the castle. He suggested altaïr go through a series of obstacles over deadly waters. [8] Altaïr escaped from the water and made his way between beams and platforms. He soon found one of Hamid's missing men trapped in a cage and released him. The
agent said he would help his brother, who was clinging to the shrine, enter the Temples Warehouse. As he navigateed another complicated route, Altaïr released the second agent who directed him to the gate that would allow him access to the warehouse. [8] Traversing, Altaïr basilisk was found on the
roofs of the buildings within the castle and duel. They escaped, forcing Altaïr to chase, engage and defeat him once again. In exchange for his life, Basilisk gave Altaïr two information: the appearance of a temple-like plot to end the expensive siege of Acre by poisoning the Chalice's place in the Don
Carvaggio villa in Jerusalem and the city's water supply. Altaïr donated the Basilisk, but burned the Tempesters' ships so he wouldn't get out of Tyre. [8] The Siege of Acre Altaïr launched itself with the raviap Altaïr, Acre hurried and fought his way through the burning city, escaped the falling debris and
destroyed the Tempesters siege equipment. When he arrived at a Temple freckly camp, he disguised himself as a soldier, then a scientist to enter off-ban zones. Lighting a fire, he freed the prisoners and destroyed the weapons as he left, oversoing the Temple commander who ordered his forces.
Begging to bless him and the operation, Altaïr tried to attack, but the commander saw him disguised and dueled him. Altaïr defeated the commander and escaped the camp, launching himself on the barricades with a thap. [8] Altaïr, who saved the chalice and killed Harash, found the Templiers escorting
the Goblet through the streets as he reached Jerusalem and searched Carvaggio's villa, and recognized him as a woman named Adha. He then followed the group before confronting him and pelting them with debris, killing them by opening a large sewer grill nearby. [8] Adha and Altaïr wandered the
sewers together and told him about the betrayal of Harash, al-Mualim's second-in-command. Doubting his claims, Altaïr said he could not blame Harash without proof of the man's crimes and asked Adha to escape the Holy Land with him. Harash claims he can't accompany Altaïr while he's alive. And he
said he'd run away with her when it was over. [8] On his way to Alep, Altaïr snuck into the city to find Harash. He found Harash, disguised to eliminate the guards who noticed him and sneak past the others, making friends with the temple captain. The captain claimed the Chalice was hiding on a ship in
Tyre, and they suspected he was waiting for Altaïr. The captain left, and Altaïr, angry at Harash's betrayal, killed him in a long duel. [8] The confrontation with basilisk is so reunited! This time, it will be our last encounter! ―Basilisk Altaïr their duel, before 1189. [src]-[m] When the Basilisk Altaïr Tyre
returned to the six-way duel, he discovered that an Army of Temps stood between him and the Basilisk. Despite their number, Altaïr managed to fight to the docks and saw Adha taken to a Temple ship. [8] Riding a nearby ship to reach him, Altaïr encountered the Basilisk and challenged him. Altaïr agreed
and eventually took down the Tempsman leader, killing him. However, between the Basilisk's ship and the one carrying Adha, a ship was set on fire, for forering Altaïr to jump into the sea. Reaching the safety of the docks, he said he swore the remaining ship would move away from port, find Adha and
rescue him. [8] It would have been months before he could find her again, and by then it was too late to save her and she had only found her body. In emotional anger, he hunted down and killed all those responsible for his death. [6] The Jerusalem Vault Altaïr Third Crusade Conflict failed to assassinate
Robert By the following year, the Holy Land was in the middle of the war. [4] In early 1191, Altai and his comrades Malik and Kadar Al-Sayf were assigned to take a artifact from the Templars in the Jerusalem Cellar under the ruins of the Temple of Solomon. As he made his way through the cataths, Altaïr
broke the first of Assassin's Creed by killing an innocent man in their own way. Malik admonished Altaïr for his recklessness, but Altaïr rejected him. [4] When he saw Robert de Sablé, the archenemy of his order, Altaïr broke Creed's second principle by confronting his enemy directly. Altaïr, who openly
tried to sacrifice the Grand Master, was easily blocked and thrown out of the temple, lying Malik and Kadar alone with the Templas. Altaïr escaped from the temple and returned to Masyaf and reported his failure to the Order. [4] The siege of Masyaf Altaïr, which carried out a Leap of Faith after reaching
Masyaf, was met with nazism by Rauf, who said al Mualim was waiting to hear a report on the mission. At the castle gates, Abbas and Altay insulted Al Mualim before he began his work. Temple treasure. Shortly afterwards, Malik returned with the work, alive but alone and with a severely injured left arm.
He shouted at Altaïr and held him responsible for Kadar's death, but before further measures could be taken, he received news that Masyaf was under siege. [4] Altaïr and several other Assassins went to the village's defense and attacked the Templars. Although initially successful, the villagers bought
time to escape to the castle, they were quickly suppressed; Altaïr thought about staying and fighting until he was defeated and made up for his movements in Solomon's temple. However, he decided that his talents would be a waste and withdrew to the castle with the other Assassins. [4] While Al Mualim
de Sablé distracted Altaïr, Rauf and another Assassin, each made a Leap of Faith from the castle tower and infiltrated the back of the Tempesters army. Altaïr threw logs that fell on the soldiers, crushed many of them and drove them away from Masyaf. [4] After the attack ended while Al Mualim was
questioning Altaïr, Altaïr's actions at Solomon's Temple were once again discussed. Altaïr was ordered to betray the Assassins by violating all three of Creed's principles, as his actions brought the Tempesters to Masyaf and endangered the Brotherhood. After announcing his decision to the entire Order,
Al Mualim stabbed Altaïr in the stomach with a dagger. [4] Hunt nine I keep a list here. Nine names adorned, nine men have to die. They are plague-makers, war makers... Their power and influence corrupts the land by keeping the Crusades going. Find them, kill them... In doing so, it will sow the Seeds
of peace for both the region and yourself. In this way, you can be remortged. Nine lives in exchange for mine... I think it's the most generous offer. Do you have any questions? It's just where I need to start. ―Al Mualim and Altaïr are concerned with Altaïr's mission. [src]-[m]Altaïr woke up from the sleep of
the dead and questioned Al Mualim about his survival, and Hodja said he only saw what Altaïr wanted him to see. He then took away his rank and property before giving Altaïr a chance of redemption and dismissed him for hunting down the traitor in Masyaf, who allowed the Tempesters entry. After
successfully completing the mission, Altaïr returned to Al Mualim and was rewarded with the restoration of his Secret Knife and sword. Altaïr, an official member of the Order, was offered a trade: he assassinated nine men from the ranks of both arabs and crusaders, taking their own lives against him. [4]
I'm just a part, a man with a piece to play with. You will soon get to know the others... ―Tamir to Altaïr, 1191. [src]-[m] Altaïr left Masyaf for Damascus in pursuit of repairing the first target. There, he traveled to the local Assassin office and asked permission for the assassination. Rafiq rejected him and
ordered Altaïr to gather information about his target first. Passing through the poor part of the city, Altaïr questioned informants, pickpocket letters and maps and replaced his target by secretly listening to conversations around him. On his way back to the Bureau with this information, he received a permit
for the murder and a white feather was superseded into the victim's blood as evidence of the crime. [4] Altaïr assassinated Tamir in a plaza of the market district, witnessing Tamir kill a business partner and killing him while examining nearby stalls. Returning to the Bureau, Altaïr was told to report to Al
Mualim. Altaïr then went to Acre and Jerusalem to follow their next target. [4] You really believed you were really helping them. It's not what I believe... That's what I know. ―Altaïr, the thyroid in Garnier's case. [src]-[m] Altaïr, who witnessed Garnier questioning a patient moving towards Acre, met with the
Bureau leader to gather information about his goal: Garnier de Naplouse, GrandMaster of Knights Hospitalier. Altaïr said Garnier was in Hospitalier hospital and was able to take people to Acre to experiment on them. There he found one of Garnier's prisoners trying to escape. After the man was captured,
Garnier ordered his guards to break the prisoner's legs to prevent him from running away again. Garnier then returned to his usual routine to check on patients and was shot by Altaïr. In his last breath, Garnier explained that he used the Paradise Elm to carry out his experiments, but his progress slowed
down after his loss. He was also convinced that he was helping the people he was experimenting with, and that altaïr had made him question his own opinion of Garnier's actions. [4] You profit from war, lives lost and broken. Yes, you think so, you're as ignorant as you are. A wall in your mind: they say
that's what you do best of your kind. You see the irony of all this? No, not yet, it seems, but it will be ... ―Altaïr's last words to the dying Talal. [src]-[m] Talal's mockery of Altaïr, who arrived at the Jerusalem Office, was met harshly by Altaïr's newest leader, Malik. Malik reluctantly sent Altaïr to investigate,
and when he returned, he accepted him once again. After receiving permission for assassination and feathers, Altai entered talal's slave complex. [4] After entering the building, Altaïr was ambushed by Talal's followers as the slaveman fled. Sending them, Altay chased Talal on rooftops and streets,
eventually catching up with him and stabbing him in the neck with a hidden knife. Malik, altai's The approach was adopted after returning to Al Mualim, still good. Altaïr, who took another piece of his equipment, was sent back to three cities to assassinate new targets. [4] You take the lives of men and
women, convince them that their deaths will heal many of those left behind. A little evil for the greater good? We're the same. ―Abu'l-Altaïr[src]-[m] observes Abu'l Nukoud at the party where Altaïr went to Damascus to eliminate Abu'l Nukoud, known as the Merchant King. After taking a feather from the
city's Refik and investigating, he went to the merchant's palace, where a party was held. Altai, who infiltrated the celebration, came as Abu'l began to give a thank you speech for joining his guests. However, he soon began lambasting them for their intolerance and ignorance, then revealed that he had
been poisoned by the wine on offer. Revelers dropped a series of poisons, Abu'l ordered the archers to eliminate the rest. [4] Through the panic of the crowd, the walls of the Altai palace scaled, killing several archers in the process, and climbing to the roof. Altaïr, who jumped down and killed the Merchant
King's bodyguard, tracked down and killed his target, put the city on full alert and reported to the bureau. [4] We'll see how sweet they are... fruits of your labor. You can't set the cities free as you believe, but damn them. And in the end, you're just going to blame yourself; Those who speak of good
intentions... ―From William of Montferrat to Altaïr. [src]-[m] Altaïr was charged with the murder of William of Montferrat, the city's regent and lieutenant of Richard the Lionheart, observing William and Richard's argument in acre. Altaïr gathered information about his goal in the a wealthy area of the city and
learned that William would meet king Richard that day. Approaching the city's castle while William and Richard argued outside, Altaïr waited for the King to leave before scaling the castle walls. He found William in him, scolding his men for their perceived failures; When William fired them, Altaïr shot from
above and killed Marquese. [4] Do you know what it feels like to decide another man's fate? Did you see how people cheered? Like they were afraid of me? You'd do the same if you could! Such power... ―for Majd Addin Altaïr. [src]-[m] Altaïr observed the execution in Jerusalem, finding Majd Addin,
altaïr's sixth target: the city's illegitimate ruler, who personally served as a judge, jury and executioner within its walls. During a public execution, Altaïr killed him and rescued a jailed Assassin as he made his way through the crowd and towards the scene where Addin was standing. Fleeing from the
guards, Altai returned to Masyaf. [4] Awarded another rank and additional equipment, Altaïr asked What was the connection between the targets? Al Mualim explained that all nine were members of the Knights Tempest and that the treasure Malik saved from Robert de Sablé was a piece of Heaven with
the power to control the minds of others. This new information and the content adopted by the Tempesters, Altaïr is once again not allowed to have acre and damascus left. [4] Freedom!? You worked to overthrow cities, you controlled people's minds, you killed those who spoke out against you! I followed
my orders, I believed in my case, just like you. ―Altaïr discusses Sibrand's beliefs. [src]-[m] Altaïr was the Grand Master and paranoid of the Töton Knights for fear of assassins hunting their Templar brother, while watching Sibrand torture Sibrand, the seventh target of an academic Altaïr. Altaïr, who
reported to and investigated the Acre Bureau, went to the city's ports, where he witnessed Sibrand accusing an academic of being an assassin before killing him. Later, Sibrand retreated to his ship and began shooting birds with his arrows. Altaïr cruised through the ports and their boat docked, came to
Sibrand's ship and grounded him. As he died, Sibrand explained that he did not believe in faith and that there was all the proof that there was no such thing as the after world, which is the real reason the Piece of Heaven feared death. [4] Am I no different from those precious books you're looking for to
save? A source of information you disagree with? You're still pretty quick to steal my life. ―Jubair al Hakim to Altaïr. Following [src]-[m] Robe's burning book in Damascus, Altaïr, Jubair al Hakim, one of saladin Eyyubi's chief scholars, had begun to burn every book in the city to destroy the history of land.
After traveling to the Bureau, Altaïr gathered information, took his feather and moved to kill. Jubair had many followers dressed as he was to tying up assassination attempts; However, Altaïr's previous research revealed where Jubair would be and what he looked like. Before long, the scholar joined his
templar brothers in death, and Altai fled the city guards to inform Refik of his success. [4] You wasted our plans: first the treasure, then our men. Control of the Holy Land slipped away, but then he saw an opportunity to take back what had been stolen, to turn your victories in our favor! ―Maria to Altaïr.
[src]-[m] Returning to Masyaf, Altaïr had only one goal left: grandmaster of the Knights Templeri. Altaïr discussed this task with Al Mualim and noted that The Piece of Heaven was in fact a seductive form. Al Mualim explained that Robert wanted peace like Assassins. Altaïr has come to the conclusion that
killing Robert is the only way to end the Tempthians' quest for control, and Jerusalem. [4] Robert had recently arrived in Jerusalem to attend the funeral of Majd Addin for a show of friendship between Saracen and the Crusaders. Altaïr, who gathered intelligence for the strike, presented the information to
Malik before apologizing for the damage caused by Suleiman's actions at his Temple. Malik refused, saying Altaïr was a changed man and that he was not held responsible for his actions before sending him on the road. [4] The Crusaders who came to Altaïr Cemetery hid in the crowd. However, he
quickly counted out and was ambushed by the Tempesters who had predicted his arrival. He fought them one by one, fighting the tempesters and Saracen guards. [4] During this brawl, several Templaters were accidentally cut off by their own archers and tried to shoot Altaïr, and de Sablé ordered his
men to stop the fire; To her shock, she realized that the voice was not French shades of Grand Master, but that of an English woman. Immediately curious, he beat the bait and removed his rudder, but was still surprised to see the truth. [5] As De Sablé traveled to Arsuf in hopes of uniting Arabs and
Crusaders against assassins, sablé's shock soon passed when he learned that he was just a distraction. [4] Altaïr spared his life because he was not his target and returned to the Bureau to explain the deception to Malik. Although Malik claimed it was best to return to Masyaf and enlighten Al Mualim from
these developments, Altay denied this, claiming that they had run out of time to stop de Sablé. He accused Malik of hiding behind Creed and refusing to see what he didn't want to see, and suggested he look for answers at Solomon's Temple. However, Altai left the city and left for Arsuf. [4] Battle of Arsuf
You know nothing about intrigue. You're just a puppet. He betrayed you, son, just like he betrayed me. ―In his last words from Robert to Altaïr, the engagement between altaïr, Crusader and Saracen forces had already begun, speaking to King Richard when he reached the 1191. [src]-[m] Altaïr Arsuf.
Fighting on the battlefield, Altaïr came to Richard's camp and was accused of attempting the king's life. Altaïr denied this and told the king of Sablé's betrayal. Robert denied the accusations, but the king was not convinced. [4] Leaving the decision to God, Richard fought between Altaïr and Robert to
determine the truth, leaving him not to stand trial. Altaïr fought Robert and the Templa knights, cut them and shot the GrandMaster in the throat. In his last breath, De Sablé explained that Al Mualim himself was a Tempthman and that Altaïr was an unaware pawn in his quest to hoard Apple. Richard later
celebrated the Assassin for his success. They briefly discussed their views on bilateral peace before Richard allowed Altaïr to leave Arsuf. Altaïr then rushed to Masyaf to find out the truth about his Master. [4] The re-taking of Masyaf... The student is returning. I've never been one to run away. No one's
ever listened. ―Al Mualim faced Altaïr in the castle of Masyaf. [src]-[m]When he arrived in Masyaf, Altaïr found the villagers in a trance and claimed that Al Mualim had taken them to the light. Moving towards the castle towards the top, Altaïr encountered a group of hypnotized assassins who attacked him,
depending on al-Mualim's will. With no choice, Altaïr involved them in the war and managed to chop them all up. However, another wave of Assassins entered the fight, outnning heavily and threatening to crush it. [4] Fortunately, Malik and several unimpressed Assassins arrived and helped Altaïr by
throwing knives at the attackers, killing some and causing the rest to escape. Altaïr, who met with Malik, asked him to distract hypnotized assassins outside the castle and give al Mualim access, and warned him not to kill them if possible because they were not theirs. Accepting his request, Malik and his
men left Altai on a mission to infiltrate the castle. [4] Facing the illusions of Al Mualim, Altaïr was searching for his Master in the castle garden, called Paradise, while Altaïr found himself caught up in apple's power and connected. When he saw Al Mualim on the balcony on the hill, he asked for an
explanation. Al Mualim later announced that he was using Apple to end the Crusades by eliminating their leader. He also took control of people's minds to achieve absolute peace. [4] Al Mualim then used Apple's power to create the illusions of the nine Tempesters altaïr killed. After defeating them, Altaïr
was once again bound by apple's power, and Al Mualim confronted him himself, creating multiple copies of himself to help him fight. Faced with this second illusion, Altaïr be defensive and attacked one by one. [4] Altaïr eventually chose his Master, while Al Mualim tied him up once again. He said that
although he wanted peace like Robert, Apple wanted it for him, so the Tempthians had to die. He also revealed that he tried to use Apple to force Altaïr to obey, but failed because of Altaïr's mental strength. [4] Al Mualim also revealed how The Piece of Heaven was able to perform all the miracles in
stories, myths and legends: they were all real illusions. When Altaïr said his plan to create a new world order was another illusion, Al Mualim countered by saying it was no less an illusion than the world is now: in the name of the craven gods who left the world many years ago. It's a world he slaughtered,
and it's. This. just by giving people a better illusion with no bloodshed. Altaïr said that at least people choose to believe in these gods, but Al Mualim will not accept the occasional convert or infidels. When Altaïr shouted that it wasn't true, Al Mualim snaimed in frustration, seeing emotions allow him to take
on logic. [4] Al Mualim said that they had finally reached a dead end; He would not bow to his plan, Altaïr did not willingly join him and could not foreman the Assassin to follow him. Al Mualim, who said he would miss Altaïr, ended Apple's hold on Altaïr, drew his sword and continued until his death in a
final duel with Altaïr. [4] Altaïr and Malik, looking at Apple's projection after a long battle, managed to defeat the Altaïr Lord and fatally wounded him with his secret knife. After Al Mualim said his last words, challenging Altaïr's strength of character and his ability to destroy Apple, The Piece of Eden rolled
out of his lifeless hand and became active. [4] Altaïr, standing in front of a large holographic image projected from the sphere, [4] Is there anything to teach us to be mentors, or do you take us all to ruin? ―Eden Elma, altaïr related to 1191. [src]-[m] Just after killing Altaïr and Abbas Al Mualim, while
arguing next to Al Mualim's burning body, Altaïr walked through the castle and past a crowd in shock skirts. Suspecting that Apple could somehow bring Al Mualim back to life, Altaïr decided to creas the body in a way that enraged viewers. Although he tried to explain his actions, many of the assassins,
including Abbas, believed mentor had organized a coup to usurp his position. In response to several, Altaïr attacked and, in confusion, Abbas stole Apple and fled. [9] When Abbas climbed the watchtower and used Apple, it became too much to control and began to consume life from him and other
assassins. Altay immediately faced off, defeating Abbas and taking back Apple. While Abbas was granting amnesty, Altaïr looked at Apple and asked if the object would be informed to people or destroy them. [9] Following the conflict, Altaïr remained loyal to Creed and ensured that none of his rebel
brothers were killed or harmed. After suppressing the rebels, he convinced them of Al Mualim's guilt and his ability to lead the Order. Altaïr, who succeeded in his attempts, won the hearts and minds of his Assassin brothers. [1] Actions as mentors Our duty is to make it special, not to people. [...] We will be
re-built ... ―Altaïr, after becoming a Mentor, 1191. [src] After winning the loyalty, respect and faith of almost the entire Order, Altaïr he began to tell the story of his life and write his Codex. As a Mentor, he began drastically changing the methods and rituals practiced by the Order, and the Tempesters
promoted low-profile techniques to effectively combat their enemies. [6] Since the assassins' main purpose was to protect people, Altaïr found that the duringrical removal of assassins' ring fingers was a false promise of paradise and a ban on poison was useless. He redesigned the Hidden Knife so that it
would not require the finger to function and would distribute poison. As Malik's right-hand man, Altaïr also designed new possible assassination methods. [6] A month after Al Mualim's death, the Tempesters merged in acre, and Altai came to the conclusion that the Assassins should attack the port.
However, when he and a team of assassins infiltrated the city, he realized that the Temple forces had already been evacuated. While searching the area for clues, majd met the woman posing as Robert de Sablé at Addin's funeral and spoke heatedly to the two soldiers. [10] Altaïr questioned Maria
Eavesdropping in his speeches and learned that the Tempesters had fled to Cyprus under armand bouchart's leadership and that Maria had mistreated them after the death of Robert de Sablé. After the soldiers left, he tried to talk to her, just to attack her. Although he initially had the upper hand, Altaïr
eventually beat him and questioned him at knifepoint. He then took her hostage and forced her to go with him to Cyprus. [10] [5] Temporarily revoking control of the Order, he arrived in Limassol, saying he had built this Brotherhood for a long time, and contacted Alexander, the leader of the Resistance
against The Tempestors in the city. Alexander became Altaïr's main ally in Cyprus and placed Maria under his protection. [10] Altaïr infiltrated Limassol Castle, met alexander at the local Resistance safe house and revealed that the tempesters were located in Limassol Castle. Alexander advised Altaïr to
kill the captain of the castle guards. He ordered Altai to meet Osman after the captain died and to say that Alexander was ordering his grandmother a happy birthday. [10] Altay met with Osman and called Osman and gave him the password as ordered. Osman told Altaïr that he had heard of an archive in
Cyprus that dealt with the Tempesters, and that the Tempesters in limassol were Red Frederick. After a while, Osman briefly reduced the castle guard, making Altaïr sneak in and lay Frederick's eggs. [10] After returning to the Resistance The house was found surrounded by altaïr temple soldiers and put
on fire. He cut off the forces outside, but found no signs of life. Fleeing the area, he soon reached Limassol Cathedral, where he found Armand Bouchart during a conversation about Frederick's death. [10] Altaïr watched Bouchart threaten the Cypriots to uncover Frederick's killer, then killed Osman. Maria
appeared shortly afterwards and warned Bouchart of Altaïr's existence. However, the Templars refused to trust Maria, blaming her for Sablé's death and ordering her bodyguards to lock her up. [10] Altaïr and Maria's meeting with Alexander Altaïr managed to save Maria. Altaïr, however, said he would do
the Templars more good by bringing back his head, nyerine Apple. Maria, who undertly underted her claim, escorted her to Limassol Harbour. [10] There, Alexander told Altaïr that Bouchart, who took Maria's warning seriously, had fled to Kyrenia. He advised the assassin to ask a marine named Pasha for
help finding passage to the city. Speaking to Pasha, Altay learned that the Tempesters were rumored to be carrying kyrenia artifacts and looked at the shipping manifest by leaking into the last ship docked at the port. He then turned to Alexander and told him to call a Resistance person named Barnabas
when he reached the city. With this information in mind, Altaïr and Maria are on their way to Kyrenia. [10] Altaïr, who came to Kyrenia and found shelter on board during his travels, asked Maria about her life, her childhood in England and her marriage before fleeing to the crusades. [5] He also tried to get
him involved in the discussion of ideology and philosophy to convince him of Assassin's way of thinking, but he didn't do very well. [10] When the ship arrived in Kyrenia, it cut off Maria's skin using the Altaïr Secret Knife. Nearby pirates noticed, identified Altaïr as the wanted assassin and tried to take the
two prisoners. When she saw an opportunity, Maria kicked Altaïr down the stairs and ran away. Altaïr managed to escape from the pirates and went after Maria and eventually discovered her had been rescued from more enemies by Resistance soldiers. He then met the group's leader, Markos, and
offered to keep an eye on Maria while visiting the safe house of the Altaïr Resistance. [10] The Altaïr meeting barnabas altaïr traveled further into the city and eventually met barnabas in the safe house. After Altaïr announced that he had come to eliminate Armand Bouchart, Barnabas claimed that the
GrandMaster was most likely at Buffavento Castle, a fortress of the Templars. He offered his help entering the castle in exchange for a president A traitor named Jonas. [10] Altaïr searched the city and eventually found Jonas talking to a co-working friend. He grabbed Jonas in the red and he claimed the
bull was after Altaïr and Maria. Altaïr cut him no matter what, then went back to port. [10] There, Maria and Markos were attacked by guards but managed to save them in time. He then told Maria about the price on their heads and called her the nickname Taurus, which she agreed belonged to a man
named Moloch. When altaïr undertly knew that if they traveled together, they would be in danger, he told Markos to take him and meet him at the Resistance's safe house. [10] Altaïr reunited with Barnabas, who announced that Jonas' death had caused riots in the city and that Moloch would likely use the
situation to turn public opinion against the Resistance. After the new Resistance announced that its members would soon be coming to the safe house, Altaïr left to quell the riots. [10] Altaïr infiltrated Kantara Castle, overthrowing Moloch's fanatics in Kyrenia and managing to defuse the riots and prevent
disaster. He then returned to the safe house and spoke to Markos about the riot, confirming that he was the cause of Jonas' death. Markos noted Jonas' good nature and Altaïr, horrified and realized barnabas could not be trusted. [5] He later turned his attention to locating Moloch and assassinated him;
When Maria announced that the man was residing in Kantara Castle, Altaïr set out to infiltrate the structure. [10] Altaïr came into a chapel and entered from the roof as Moloch Scaling tried to kill the castle walls, escaped the guard's attention. After he found Moloch in a brazier, Altaïr sneaked up and
attempted to assassinate him. Moloch, however, detected Altaïr's presence and deflected the attack, during which he led to a battle between the two. Altaïr used Moloch's large body to his favor, grabbing the man's own chain and strangling him. Welcoming its end, Moloch warned that his will would go far
beyond the ideals of both tempestalists and Assassins. [10] Fleeing from the temple guards and Moloch's followers, Altaïr climbed to the top of the castle, where he was cornered. Facing the guards advancing towards him, he responded to moloch's attacks by throwing two fanatics to the edge of the goal.
Then faith into a hay bale was performed bouncing back and returned to the safe house. [10] Markos, who helped the Resistance when Altaïr arrived, reported that the Tempesters attacked in the Assassin's absence and captured Maria and several Members of the Resistance while Markos went into
hiding. Markos was afraid that one of the Tempesters' prisoners, the Dark Oracle, was responsible for uncovering the location of the safe house. However, Altaïr said it may have been Barnabas who betrayed the Tempesters. Shocked, Markos claimed Barnabas was executed the day before Altaïr's arrival
in Kyrenia. [10] In the immediate aftermath of the executions of members of the Resistance by releasing members of the Resistance, Markos asked Altaïr to rescue them. The assassin agreed and searched the city, sent guards and released several Members of the Resistance. He then quickly returned to



the safe house and reported to Markos, who announced that the remaining prisoners would be in the harbor or at Buffavento Castle. [10] Altaïr, who first went to the port, saw a guard and followed the man to a secluded place, then quickly neutralized him. Then, disguised as a drunk, he tricked another
guard into exposing the location of captured Resistance members and the key to the prison. Altaïr infiltrated the Temples outpost, took the keys and freed members of the Resistance, asking if a woman was accompanying them. [10] One of the prisoners confirmed that Maria had been captured with them,
but was taken away shortly afterwards by Moloch's son, Shalim. To avoid attacking the Tempesters in the harbor, Altaïr returned to the safe house. [10] Altaïr infiltrated Buffavento Castle and went to Buffavento Castle to confront the Dark Oracle, with the real Barnabas expected to reveal too much about
resistance under torture. He sneaked into the building under sunset cover, sneaking through the dungeons of the castle, secretly killing all the guards he encountered. [10] He eventually ran into Shalim and Armand Bouchart and heard Armand lecture Shalim for letting Maria escape. While Shalim
promised to find him, Armand presented him with a package and ordered it delivered to Alexander in Limassol. Altaïr, this hearing, was shocked and immediately guessed that Alexander was a Temple spy u. [10] Altaïr sent the master interrogator and his bodyguards to take a key to the altaïr dungeon,
assassinated the Oracle on his way to the castle. He saw Bouchart come out of the Oracle's cells, and then he came in. With tiz screams, the Oracle and a few crazy prisoners attacked Altaïr, but he managed to defeat them and cornered the Oracle. He called her to speak, asked how he had lost his
mental health, but he responded only with twisted nonsense and claims that he was an intermediary of God. Altaïr, who decided to rid him of his agony, escaped the castle by giving up his life with his sword. [10] The freed Kyrenia Altaïr returned to the safe house and asked Markos about Halim. Markos
claimed shalim was not as religious as his father and arranged to meet Altaïr in the Market area to share intelligence the Assassin had gathered and gathered. Discovering the city for Shalim, Altay witnessed him harassing and robbing civilians before going to the general and brutally treating a boss and
concubane outside. Then he said to his men, And he left them to further abuse the city's civilians. [10] Speaking to a scholars, Altaïr sent all of Semhalim's followers to the districts before meeting Markos and notified him of Halim's violence and movements. Markos talked about Shalim's constant
confessions at the church and suggested that Altaïr speak to one of the priests there. Meeting with an academic, Altay asked about Halim's attitude and the Temple Archive, which the scholar suggested they speak privately. As he left, Altai witnessed Shalim give people an unusually promising reward
while addressing people, working hard. [10] As Altai approached with your scholar at the meeting place, a pallet of liquid material collapsed on the monk, killing him. After noticing a masked Tempthman upstairs, Altaïr chased him off the rooftops, but the killer managed to escape. [10] Returning to the safe
house, Altaïr was then diverted to the port, where Shalim was often idled when ships carrying wives arrived. There, I noticed a palanquin of female dancers with Maria among them. Announcing that the tempesters would try to inspect palanquin and get to know him, Altaïr sent observation soldiers as he
toured the city. He fell onto the roof of the palanquin as he passed through the city walls, then moved to the roof of a nearby building to observe Maria's target. [10] The carriage that infiltrated Saint Hilarion Castle came to a standstill at Saint Hilarion Castle and watched Altaïr Maria enter the building.
Scaling the wall, killing all the guards he encountered, he eventually found Shalim in the second one's room. There he found Maria in the middle of an argument with the Tempesters. [10] Altai warring Shahar and Shalim Altaïr enter the room and address Halim. However, the Tempesters revealed that
Shalim's twin and Altaïr were Shahar, who he saw talking to civilians. Shalim arrived at the scene and the twins were preparing for a duel with Altaïr and Maria. However, after killing the current guards, Maria escaped and left Assassin to fend for herself. After a long battle, Altaïr finally proved victorious
and killed two twins. [10] Upon Altaïr's return to the safe house, Markos joyously announced the departure of the Tempesters from Kyrenia. Altaïr came to the conclusion that the Archive was elsewhere because they would not leave the archive so willingly unprotected, and Markos said the ships leading to
it were on their way to Limassol. Altaïr said goodbye to Markos, claiming that he had served his country admirablely and had gone to Limassol. [10] The Tempthmen accused Alexander of betrayal of Altaïr, entering the new safe house in Limassol, accusing Alexander of being appalled by his existence
and of betraying resistance. Altaïr, who is ready to blame Alexander for the same thing, recently A package from the Tempesters. Alexander claimed he owned it and barnabas was in his head. After examining the package, Altaïr confirmed that he belonged to a different man than Barnabas, whom he
met, and that the real Barnabas must have been replaced by a Tempsman spy. Alexander said the Templeri used the same tricks in Limassol and turned members of the Resistance into the Tempesters cause through propaganda. [10] Sending Templar soldiers to avoid further clashes, Altay noticed a
Templar theme coexisting with pirates and Crusaders at the port. Altaïr, who followed him to a dark field, posed as a messenger for Bouchart to ask where the Grand Master was. The contact claimed he could not respond, but stated that several of his men had been killed by a Temple sergeant the
previous night. When asked where the sergeant was, the link led Altaïr to the Cathedral. There, the Assassin caught the sergeant who confessed that he had to call a merchant named Demetris to find Bouchart. [10] Altai snuck into Demetris' house from the roof before revealing his existence. Demetris
confessed to being responsible for the murder at the port, but before he could talk an further, he was killed with a knife thrown from above. Altaïr, who saw the same Temple agent from Kyrenia, tried to follow, but when he reached the roof, the Tempesters were nowhere to be seen. [10] Returning to the
safe house, Altaïr found the house abandoned and found a note asking for Alexander to be found in the Limassol castle courtyard. In anticipation of a trap, he still made his way into the courtyard and found Alexander's body. Saddened by his friend's death, Altaïr looked out over the balcony above to see
his tempestuous agent sneering at him. [10] Altaïr used Apple to appease citizens, and a crowd of angry citizens then entered the courtyard and asked for Altaïr's life, believing he had killed Alexander. Without calming them rationally, Altaïr reluctantly used Apple on the group, telling them that Bouchart
and the Tempesters were their true enemies. The civilians then left to gather their compatriots under the influence of Apple. When the agent taunted Altaïr and threatened to steal heavenly, he suddenly ran from behind and was kicked off the balcony. [10] Instead, Maria announced that she and Altaïr
were just above the Temple Archive. As a group of Tempers prepared to attack, Maria fled inside and Altaïr fought them. After sending them all, he entered the archive and entered the archive, eliminating additional powers that protected the way forward. [10] Facing Armand Bouchart, Altaïr witnessed a
duel between Maria and Bouchart and ended with Maria fainting. As Altaïr ran to his side, Bouchart explained due The Comnenus Archive was almost exposed to the public; However, the Tempesters were able to buy Cyprus, which was already under their control, from King Richard to divert attention
from his efforts. He also explained that the Tempestals carried the contents of the Archives while altai was in Kyrenia, and interacted with the Assassin by pulling his sword. [10] Both skilled swordsmen who ripped off Altaïr Bouchart duel with Bouchart and Altaïr skill and speed. However, Altaïr eventually
gained the upper hand, survived Bouchart's attack and ripped it off. In his final moments, Bouchart commended Altaïr for his superior ability but told Assassin to keep Apple close and assured him he would draw the same conclusions as the tempesters. [10] With Bouchart's death, Altaïr came to Maria's
aid when she regained consciousness. Suddenly, the Templars bombed the structure and the Archive began to crumble as they planned to leave no evidence of where the Archives once stood. Altaïr and Maria worked together to climb the crumbling Archives and escape. [10] Maria, who was walking near
the port, confirmed her retirement from the Knighthood, claiming she would return to the East instead of returning to England. Altaïr claimed he was devastated by curiosity when asked about his plans and claimed he wanted to travel the world, continuing to learn while expanding Assassin Order. He also
expressed his want to use Apple and accepted a warning from Maria, but still believed the object could be used for good. Altaïr later said he would leave Cyprus with Maria and go east. [10] After returning from Cyprus, Altaïr, who changed the order, began using Apple, often looking after it and became
widely informed about the world. [6] In 1195, she and Maria married Markos in Limassol. They then returned to Masyaf, where their first son, Darim, was born. Two years later, after visiting Acre, the couple's second son became Sef. [5] Altaïr eventually traveled to various cities and regions of the Old
World to promote the ways of Assassin Order. These journeys were largely successful, forbidden to spread this ill-ed attempt to Constantinople. In 1204, Altai traveled to the city, but civil unrest was found to be surrounded by crusaders some time later. He returned to Masyaf with great disappointment. [5]
Using Apple in small doses and with a focused mind, Altaïr learned about a lighter and more powerful type of metal than known and created a set of armor from it. Seeing the danger such damage could pose, he sned the formula to prevent it from falling into the wrong hands. He also used Apple to help
him redesign the hidden knife. launching small bullets. [6] Despite the efforts of his former mentor, Altaïr also allowed members of the Order to express their love for their children. While Al Mualim believed that love would make them weaker, Altaïr thought it would make them more willing to sacrifice for the
right cause. [6] In 1217, falling off a journey to Mongolia with Altaïr in Mongolia, Genghis Khan's advance from the east stopped the expansion of the Order, and Altaïr suspected han's progress. Thus, Altaïr, Maria and Darim, a successful tatar fighter, left mongolia to assassinate the warlord, while Sef
stayed behind to take care of his wife and two daughters. In altai's place, Malik was appointed interim head of the order. [5] In Mongolia, altaïr and his company assassin Qulan contacted Gal and went to Xingqing in the Western Xia Empire, four of which were surrounded by the Mongols. Darim found a
lookout point to look at the Mongolian headquarters, dismissing guards who could spot them, while Altaïr and Qulan Gal infiltrated the camp. However, Altaïr's hidden abilities deteriorated as he got older, and Qulan Gal. Qulan was picked up by a guard who wounded him before falling into Gal's hands.
Their mission is complete, the family is home. [5] Return to Masyaf When they arrived in Masyaf in 1228, they were met by Swami, a former apprentice they did not like. Altaïr asked why they were not received by Rauf as he wanted in his letters, and Swami claimed that Rauf died of fever in his absence.
[5] The trio took him to the semi-abandoned castle, which was removed from his life under Altaïr's rule; Assassins lounged indolently instead of training, treating him with contempt for those he handled and preventing villagers from gazing in horror, not meeting their eyes. Instead of being directed to the
Master's tower, as Altaïr expected, they were directed to a smaller room on the right flank of the castle. When asked after Maria Sef, Swami said she went to Alamut with her family. Swami also announced that Malik had been imprisoned and a council had been formed to lead the Order, led by Abbas
Sofian, in the absence of a Mentor. Altaïr and Maria, relying on the situation, asked Darim to travel to Alamut and left to get his brother back. [5] The next day, Altaïr and Maria went to the Master tower to meet the council and found him made up of the weakest-minded people in the Order. Altay talked
about his family's travels to Mongolia and told abbas sef what had happened: he had been killed by Malik a few weeks before he learned that Sef wanted to extort Malik. Mentor position. Angry Altaïr demanded the return of control of the Order to him, as ordered by the Brotherhood charter. Abbas, backed
by the manipulated council, said they no longer do. [5] Upon learning the truth, Altaïr and Maria returned to their home, where they mourned their son's mourning. Altaïr began to reflect on the pain Malik had in his life, wondering if Malik really hated him, and Maria scolded him for his shattering faith. Altaïr
said Malik would never betray him, and Masyaf decided to get into his dungeon and save his friend. [5] Altaïr, who was on patrol and escaped from sleeping guards, snuck into the prison and found Malik in one of the cells with a skinny bone, hair long and a beard enlarged. Altay brought Malik back to
their home, and it was revealed that Abbas had organized a coup two years ago, had Sef killed and framed Malik for murder. Malik regretted not being a better leader, claiming altaïr would not allow any of this. Altaïr and Maria slept after sleeping before leaving to confront Abbas. [5] Altay and Maria faced
Abbas coming into the goal, while the pair faced Abbas and shortly afterwards he had a sack with Swami. Abbas delivered the package to Altai, showing that Malik, who Swami executed after leaving their graves, was in his head. Abbas asked Altaïr why he had leaked into the prison, which caused other
assassins to doubt Altaïr's reasons. [11] After a heated speech, Abbas said altai delivered the Paradise Elm; In return, Altaïr could be told about the true circumstances of Sef's death. To Maria's shock, Altaïr agreed, took an Apple out of her robe. As Swami approached to pick him up, he foolishly
whispered that he had told Sef before the execution that Altaïr had ordered his death. Learning of his beloved son's murder in this way enraged Altaïr, and his anger and pain were sent to Apple; His power froze Swami and pushed him to self-harm. [11] Maria, who died in Altaïr's arms, was fatally
wounded by Swami as she tried to intervene. After killing the Mad Assassin with his Secret Knife, Altaïr held Maria in his arms and told him to be strong before he died. [5] Alspite Abbas ordering his men to attack Altai and take on Apple, they were reluctant enough to fear the power of the work. Altaïr, who
briefly wanted to use Apple to destroy himself and those around him, instead chose to escape Masyaf by running away with Darim. [11] The two went to Alamut, where Altaïr lived with his son, widowed daughter-in-law and grandchildren. Overwhelmed by the loss of his wife and son and his hatred for
Apple, Altaïr finally bered into a thrrowth that drove his daughter-in-law away and Alexandria, Egypt settled. Unable to come to his father's obsession, Darim went to France and England to warn them of the Mongol threat that emerged a year later. [5] A few years later, Altaïr re-examined Apple, using
information he had gathered from it to create new designs, tactics and medicine. During his work, he discovered that the castle of Alamut was built on the ruins of the Temple of the First Civilization and entered. There he revealed a series of Memory Seals, ancient artifacts that can record genetic memory.
He took six of these seals and recorded his most important memories in five of them. [5] Shortly before he returned as leader of the Levanten Assassins, there will be no murder on behalf of this old man. ―Altaïr. [src] In 1247, Altai left Alamut and began to return to Masyaf. As he stood to rest in a well
near the village, he was awakened by a local merchant named Mukhlis, who was attacked by the famous bandit Bayhas and two burned. Altaïr fought the bandits and managed to eliminate one with ease. However, when he encountered the other two men, it beed that his combat abilities had deteriorated.
Although Altaïr suffered serious injuries and was nearly overwhelmed, Mukhlis ran to help him and they were able to overthrow Bayhas before the last butler escaped on horseback. [5] Out of gratitude for Altaïr's help, Mukhlis brought the Assassin to his home in Masyaf, where he looked after the wounds
of his wife Aalia and daughter Nada Altaïr. For two days Altaïr faded dangerously, but on the third day he got his color back. Speaking to the Assassin while he slept, Mukhlis said Master Altaïr would not allow the cult to be destroyed like Abbas. [5] When Mukhlis said his name, Altaïr woke up and revealed
his identity. The merchant told Altaïr about the situation of the Order and said that the villagers were heavily taxed and abused by assassins and that he now offered them protection when they were offered protection. Abbas even gave permission for Bayhas' father, Fahad, to enter the village and cut off
his son's killer for a price. Returning from exile the next day, Altaïr entered the village and began to set an example by living the real ways of the Order, moderationing arguments, presenting new designs to tradesmen and treating patients. As he crossed the village, he noticed an assassin following him,
took the man to the desist and called him privately. [5] [12] The assassin said he was one of the few to stick to the old codes and identified himself as Malik's son, Tazim Al-Sayf. After embracing the man, Altaïr announced plans to regain control of the Order to restore his former glory. From Tazim All the
Assassins who stuck to the old ways, and the next morning, a force of about twenty people encountered Altaïr outside the gates of the Castle. [5] [12] He announced that there would be no killing; Assassins should respect Creed, and no assassin, regardless of loyalty, should kill a brother. One of Abbas'
followers heard this and attacked Altai in hopes of killing him and stopping the uprising. Despite being old, Altaïr survived the incoming attack and neutralized the Assassin. Those loyal to Abbas all fought without enthusiasm, all easily captured or knocked out. [5] [12] As Altaïr entered the castle, a second
wave came, including assassin archers reading their bows on the walls. Altaïr said that when he saw that Altaïr's men had no intention of killing him, he was hoping that they would be kind-hearted and withdraw. As Abbas and Altay saw each other, the archers lowered their bows, and Abbas's Assassins
surrendered and noticed the turn of events. [5] [12] The castle gates were opened by delivering assassins, and Altai and Abbas came face-to-face. Still hating Altai, Abbas ordered the rest of his men to attack and dared to take back the Order without losing his opponent's Assassin's life. [5] Facing Abbas,
Altay raised his arm and pointed at Abbas and shot him with a secret weapon as the final wave progressed. Horrified by the sighting of an unknown force, Abbas' forces surrendered and Altai approached the man in his final moments. In his last words, Abbas said he would still not believe what Altai had
said about his father and would find the truth in the hereafter. [5] [12] With Abbas' death, Altaïr became a Mentor once again. Two days later, Fahad came with the strength to avenge his son' s death. Altai, however, persuaded him to withdraw, saying that if his forces fought each other, they would cause
the collapse of their own communities. [5] Later life and death Be safe and alert. Likewise, sir. Take care. I'll think about it. ―Altaïr and Niccolò Polo's last words to each other, altaïr, who delivered the 1257th [src] Codex to Niccolò Polo, began building a library under the Masyaf fortress in the decade
following his reclamation of the Order, where he kept thousands of books containing information he had obtained from Apple. The five seals he recorded while residing in Alamut were used as keys to this library. After this was completed, Altaïr sent Darim to invite Venetian explorers Niccolò and Maffeo
Polo to Masyaf. When they arrived, Altaïr told Niccolò stories about his life, and Niccolò would later pass it on to his son Marco in the form of a diary. [5] In addition, Altai began dissecting the Order, stating that it should be spread all over the world instead of taking part in Masyaf. Hge The creation of
Assassin Guilds in new countries is a task polos believes can be effective. With Darim's help, he also removed his books from the Masyaf library, gave some of them to Polos and sent the rest to Alexandria. [5] In late 1257, Masyaf was surrounded by the Mongols, and Niccolò and Maffeo were forced to
leave. Before them, Altaïr gave the explorers his Codex and trusted them to spread the teachings of Assassin Order. Altaïr then accompanied the duo out of Masyaf and fought the Mongols with the Paradise Elm. Standing in front of Masyaf's doors, Altaïr gave Niccolò five of the six Memory Seals he had
previously recorded and asked them to hide so they would not get into the wrong hands. [13] While the brothers lost Kodeks to the Mongols on their way home, they managed to successfully hide the seals all over Istanbul. [5] After leaving, Altaïr, who wrote his memoir to the sixth Memory Seal, returned to
Masyaf's castle and met his son outside the library when he was sure he had been evacuated. Initially confused about his father's actions, Darim eventually came to the conclusion that the library was supposed to be a safe; Altaïr confirmed this result and announced plans to seal both Apple and itself
inside. [14] Altaïr, saying goodbye to his son and offering to return to his family and live well, entered the library and locked the library before hiding Apple behind a remote wall. He then sat himself in a chair in the middle of the library, a memory print on his sixth and final seal. After doing so, Ibn-i La'Ahad
put his head to one side and died finally and peacefully at the age of 92. [14] Inheritance Everything that was good for me started with you, Dad. ―Darim to his father Masyaf, before leaving 1257. [src] In 1269, Altaïr's Codex came into the hands of Marco Polo and took the ball from Kubilay Han. The
templars hired a pirate unit to take him from the assassin Dante Alighieri. Dante was accompanied by an apprentice named Domenico, who was only recently informed of his Assassin legacy. When the pirates attacked, Domenico tore kodeks apart and hid it. [15] In the end, Domenico and his son took the
name Auditore and built the Villa Auditore in Monteriggioni. [15] They stored Altaïr's unbreakable armor under the villa where they built the temple. This armor was later passed to a descendant of Domenico: Assassin Ezio Auditore da Firenze. [6] However, the armor was later destroyed during the Borgia
attack on Villa Auditore in 1500. Ezio Auditore would discover Altaïr's body and Ezio would use Altaïr's Codek to make weapons with the help of Leonardo da Vinci. Find the secret Vatican Vault. After the defeat of the Tempesters in Rome, Ezio went to Masyaf to learn more about the Order but found the
castle, which was overrun by the Tempesters. Traveling to Constantinople, he searched for seals left behind by Altaïr, gained access to the Masyaf library and eventually communicated with Desmond Miles, a common descendant of him and Altaïr. [1] Alcause Ezio was enough to find Altaïr's secret
Apple, he chose to let it go, claiming to have seen enough for a single life. Apple was eventually removed from the library and later seen in the hands of Queen Elizabeth I of England after ascensing to the throne in 1558. [1] In 2012, the Temple organization Abstergo Industries foundEd Desmond on the
17th anniversary of the Animus Project. After his last encounter with Al Mualim, Desmond had to relive Altaïr's genetic memories to find the map seen by Altaïr showing the locations of The Pieces of Eden around the world. This information is designed to create a New World Order and search for Eden
Parts. [4] After Altaïr's escape from Abstergo Industries, Desmond re-lived a memory of Him suffering from the Bleeding Effect and re-lived one of Altaïr's memories while out of Animus. In his memory, Altaïr chased a hooded figure to the top of the tallest tower of acre castle, where he explained that it was
Maria. After they shared an intimate moment, Desmond was shocked to find consciousness by separating the subaïrs and focusing on Maria. He witnessed the understanding that his ancestor, Sef Ibn-La'Ahad, further established the nature of genetic memory. [6] Desmond, who was in a coma after a
while, was placed in Animus 2.03 in hopes of repairing his shattered subconscious. While there, he searched for a specific memory that connected him, Altaïr and Ezio. Altaïr's acceptance of the future in Apple and Ezio's Masyaf library helped Desmond enter a Synch Nexus and learn the location of the
Great Temple from Jupiter, a member of the First Civilization. [1] Altaïr was believed to have contributed more to Assassin Order as a mentor than anyone else before him, and his influence is still palpable in the modern era. [5] [1] I do not accept the Apology for personality and characteristics. I
understand. No, you don't know. I don't accept your apology, because you're not the man who went with me to Solomon's Temple. ―Malik, upon Altaïr's character change, shortly before majd addin's funeral, grew up in the Castle of Assassin in 1191. [src][m]Altaïr, Masyaf, and quickly rose through the
ranks of the Order to become one of the Brotherhood's most respected and feared assassins. Altaïr, a cold and impartial man, fully dedicated to him which path to take. Hge a proud nature, and often hasty, demanding, arrogant and impatient. However, after failing at Solomon's Temple and starting a
mission to save himself, Altaïr began to think about the motivations of his goals after listening to his last words. [4] Altaïr began to observe the connections between the assassins and their victims as the task of reasoning progressed, Altaïr's mindset gradually changed and he began to give more weight to
the teachings of the Order. By the time he confronted Al Mualim, he had been a calmer, smarter, more focused man. [4] Intelligent and dedicated, Altaïr was passionate about the pursuit of knowledge. He undercame to understand that future times would not be a place for Masyaf traditions and changed
his practices accordingly. His wisdom and leadership will be effective in ensuring the continuation of the Order of the Assassin. [6] The equipment and skills altaïr faced several Crusades at the same time were a Master Assassin with extraordinary acrobatic achievements and adept at the application of
deadly arts. Heavily trained, he managed to climb the highest towers, climb the highest towers, to overcome any obstacles, people or terrain, and jump the highest ledges without a hint of fear. [4] Like other Assassins, he was trained in covert assassination techniques, hand-in-hand and gunfighting, and
knife throwing. His non-combat skills included climbing, urban acrobatics, overheard, questioning and pickpocketing. He also had extensive knowledge of the politics and religion of the Holy Land, which helped him better understand his opponents. [4]. According to Niccolò Polo, at the age of 92 Altaïr
retained the strength, endurance and skill he had in his youth, possibly because of renewed training when he took back the mentor title. [5] In the 21st century, Altaïr's Sanctuary statue also had Eagle Vision, the sixth sense or intuition that allowed a person to see his true intentions. Thanks to this gift,
Altaïr's sharp-threasing abilities and senses have increased. Altaïr's abilities made him one of the deadliest and most masterful assassins in the history of the Order, and even after his death, they were legendary. [17] Altaïr was also a talented artist and his Codex was very illustrated. Inside he drew plans
for hidden knife modifications, manuals for assassination techniques, maps, and even a detailed sketch of his wife Maria, bordered by hand-drawn flowers. [6] As a Master Assassin, Altaïr wore long white robes with red belts, leather armor and holsters to hide his weapons and bags. His arsenal consisted
of a long sword, a short knife, throwing a knife and the imaginary iconic Hidden Blade. At the age of 92, Altaïr wore a long white robe with patterns and an emerald cape on them. Despite his age, He continued to use two Hidden Knives despite not carrying another weapon. [1] A romantic life While Altaïr
had some extraordinary physical relationships in his youth,[5] his oldest known romantic interest was Adha, Goblet. [8] His death consumed him with hatred and he hunted down and killed those responsible for his death. However, these actions brought him no joy or satisfaction and he remained severely
wounded in his memory. He wrote on his Codex that he didn't think he'd feel the same way about any other woman; However, her love for Maria Thorpe later proved her wrong. [6] Altaïr and Maria first met Maria while serving as fodder for Robert de Sablé at Majd Addin's funeral. [4] Initially, her disguise
fooled her, she identified her as a woman with her voice, and they were immediately interested. [5] Maria did not share her initial feelings, and when they met again in Acre, she tried to kill him and their relationship did not improve for a while. [10] However, during their journey together, they piled up a
mutual respect, especially after learning the truth of the Maria Templar case. Altaïr found that although he was fascinated by Maria's skill and drive, he accepted her masculine qualities as liberating. They eventually married and had two sons, Darim and Sef Ibn-La'Ahad. They remained constant
companions until Maria's death in 1228, and altaïr still looked to her memory for guidance. [5] Trivia Assassin's Creed Altaïr was seen wielding a spring-loaded rifle in the E3 trailer for the original Assassin's Creed, but the weapon did not appear until Assassin's Creed: Brotherhood. Altaïr used the weapon
as Ezio did, holding it with one hand and firing one bolt in a short time. In promotional artwork, Altaïr only wears gloves on his left hand. In the game, he was wearing gloves on both hands. Lucy Stillman once mentioned an error in the Animus 1.28 software that caused ancestral drowning and was able to
explain Altaïr's inability to swim. [18] Assassin's Creed: Bloodlines Although Altaïr does not have a case for his short knife on his back, he scratches and covers his dagger as if he were doing it. Altaïr has an Arabic accent here. This accent will apply in his later appearance in Revelations. During the vision
of Desmond in the chase between Assassin's Creed II Altaïr and Maria, Altaïr would not drown if he fell into the sea surrounding the Acre castle. This elevated Animus is explained in the universe as a result. During the image, Altaïr can kill the Templars using only his sword and use his Secret Knife only
for air and protrusion assassinations. Altaïr fought in a similar way to Ezio, and the Tempesters would react by pushing him instead of attacking him. Altaïr, Ezio and Desmond shared exactly the same face Creed II, in ezio's beard growing up, along with other small variations. Assassin's Creed:
Brotherhood in 2012, Desmond Monteriggioni may interact with the sacred altaïr statue, saying hey, wassa-matta-you, Altaïr? Rebecca said it was racist for her to call Assassin that way. If Desmond had interacted with the statue one more time, if he didn't get an answer from Rebecca, he would have said
the same sentence. Assassin's Creed: Revelations Altaïr was born in 1165, but was mentioned in the game manual in 1191 as 25 years old. [19] Revelations was the only episode in which Altai, with his son Darim, was lying down the hood in his final moments. Altaïr being a playable character was an
idea that squirmed too late into the development of Revelations, but his body always had to be found by Ezio. [20] Altaïr managed to assassinate air and protrusions and perform climbing jump maneuvers in an early memory inside one of the seals, although he did not officially record these techniques
until later in life. Developers Darby McDevitt and Falko Poiker confirmed that he was able to perform these techniques due to the dangerous situation in which he was placed. [resource must be specified] Like Assassin's Creed II and Brotherhood, a leather case for a short knife can be seen on altaïr's
back, although he did not have the proper weapon. While Ezio was in Constantinople, Alexander, a descendant of Altai, was a mentor to egyptian assassins in Alexandria. There is a glitch in the memories of The Awakening of the Mentor and Mentor that makes Altaïr look the same as he did in A New
Regime. Another glitch during these memories causes Altaïr to shift high-profile while standing still, even if the low-profile posture is gradually not held down by the high-profile button. Altaïr's Mentor robe is similar to the one she wore outside white and wore with the addition of a crested headdron and long
cape, which can be achieved and worn by Ezio after completing Sequence 8 with full synchronization. Altaïr's database entry incorrectly depicts him with a ring finger visible on his left hand. Cinematic trailer for Assassin's Creed: Rogue Assassin's Creed: Rogue, similar to Altaïr seen on the injured
Assassin ice. Assassin's Creed: Unity Altaïr is briefly mentioned in Assassin's Creed: Unity. Multiple Entries Altaïr is 6 ' 0 (1.83 m) tall and weighs 170 lbs (77 kg). [21] Altaïr's robes were used as an outfit that can be worn in every major game after the original Assassin's Creed, with the exception of
Assassin's Creed: Syndicate and Assassin's Creed: Odyssey. Assassin's Creed II and Brotherhood can unlock 20 Uplay points via Uplay; Revelations can be obtained as a pre-order bonus or through the Purchase of Lost Archive DLC; Inch Creed III was unlocked after full synchronization was achieved
on all DNA sequences; Available to any player with at least one Assassin's Creed game in uplay awards and actions on Black Flag; Unity had the lock by playing Assassin's Creed: the Union friend app and Helix Rifts found all the artifacts, but this requirement was removed with Patch 1.5, and the cracks
of the artifacts can be seen with the naked eye; They can be purchased for free at Origins from the Ubisoft Club Reward Store. Altaïr's voice changed four times throughout the games. His voice in Assassin's Creed: Altaïr's Chronicles was slightly louder than the original Assassin's Creed while retaining
the same accent. He had a Middle Eastern accent in Assassin's Creed: Bloodlines and Assassin's Creed: Revelations. Of all known Assassin Mentors, Altaïr during the longest period from 1191 to 1228, and again from 1247 to 1257. He is also the only Mentor known to have taken on this role more than
once. Altaïr's Sword was captured by Abstergo Industries and exhibited at its facility in Madrid in 2016. It is named after the brightest star in the constellation Aquila. The star is actually taken from the expression ربابلا رننلا   (al nesr al taïr) or 'flying eagle'. Its name means 'flyer' or 'flying'. According to Arabic
naming customs, Alыāïr is an ism ( موا ), a personal name. It means Ibn-i La'Ahad (Son of No One in Arabic). Normally Ibn La'Ahad would be a nasab ( وون ) or a patron. Altay, however, inherits the name from his father and processes it as a laqab ( ببل ) surname, not as a true patronage to his son, Darim
Ibn-La'Ahad. In memory of Assassin's Creed: Revelations' The Mentor's Keeper, he introduced the assassin as Omar's son Altaïr, who, although it may seem descriptive in English, will be translated into Arabic as Altaïr Ibn Umar in a typical Arabic name format. The name Altaïr has different
pronunciations. It is pronounced Al-ta-yer or Al-ta-ir in Arabic and pronounced with a subtle pronunciation of the word r. Ters, Desmond pronounced the assassin's name Al-ta-ear, eventually with a clearer r and a harder t. In Assassin's Creed II, Desmond pronounced it Al-tai-air. Other Appearance Altaïr,
Academy of Champions: Soccer Altaïr Ubisoft's Academy of Champions appeared as a guest character: Football, along with many other characters they created. Altaïr's robe persian 2008 Ubisoft game Prince of can be unlocked as a leather. Altaïr's robes can be purchased for both male and female
avatars from the Alter Ego store on PlayStation Home. There was a car in the game called Saboteur. His nickname is Flying Eagle. In Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots, Altaïr's outfit was made available by Solid Snake after the Assassin emblem was opened or by entering a password. In Final
Fantasy XV, Altaïr's robes can be unlocked under the name Of Master Assassin's Robes. To unlock them, the player must complete the Limited Time Moogle-Chocobo Carnival Event and win the Dream Egg. During Assassin's Festival Event, Egg Hatch and the main character, Noctis, unlock the robe to
wear. Penny Arcade's non-canonical webcomic Assassin's Creed (webcomic) implied that he could be the father of antagonist cynic al Mualim Altaïr and possibly other assassins. Based on Altaïr's appearance, the Mii Swordfighter costume is included as a DLC in the 2018 Fighting Game Super Smash
Bros. Ultimate. Appearance References Available for an image gallery
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